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Luxury Property Development by dwp, EverRich II, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam, is captivating the
attention of Ho Chi Minh’s high flyers......
Everrich Apartments
Architecture
Interior Design

Captivating the attention of Ho Chi Minh’s high flyers, world-class architecture and interior design firm
dwp has created the stunning architecture, interiors and landscape, in the distinctive shape of an
undulating loop, for the brand new EverRich II Apartments, set to an urban-style luxury.
EverRich II may well be one of award-winning dwp’s most iconic South-East Asian architectural
projects, which made a significant impact since introduction at the Cityscape Asia Awards 2008. At
630,000sqm, the EverRich II project is a mix-used complex with residential, recreation and retail
facilities. To distract from the noise, hectic and everyday hustle and bustle of this constantly
morphing, thriving metropolis concrete jungle, the project aims to be a self-sustaining community,
next to the new Saigon River bridge in District 7, Ho Chi Minh City. Upon completion, EverRich II will
add 3,125 apartments units, to the private housing market in Ho Chi Minh City.
Aimed exclusively at Vietnam’s elite, these newly-designed apartments provide the ultimate lifestyle
address for newlyweds and young couples, looking to start a family or simply enjoy the fruits of their
labour together. dwp created relaxing and inspiring living spaces, perfectly matched to become the
backdrop of social entertaining, enjoying a sophisticated luxury lifestyle or romantic evenings,
admiring the envious unique views across the city skyline.
Everrich II ensures love is never lost with its open-plan, modern appeal. dwp created five different
types of apartments: 107sqm, 116sqm, 124sqm, 155sqm and penthouses of 339sqm. Sleek, modern
lines define the interiors of the apartments. For those of smaller size, the contemporary open plan
sees the living room, dining room and kitchen all connected. The materials and finishes are in warm
tone, to create a cozy, intimate feeling, with a touch of luxury and elegance. The use of light-coloured
materials, wooden floors and expansive windows cater to almost uninterrupted views, and provide
plenty of natural light, for a bright, airy atmosphere.
The master bedrooms of the apartments are breathtakingly impressive, with glassed-in, ensuite
bathrooms, inclusive of elegant, rounded Jacuzzi spa-tubs. Additionally, the largest split-level
penthouse additionally features a gym and sauna. Glossy tiles were used on floors and in the kitchen,
together with exclusively selected luxurious furniture.
A perfect location for couples and newly-weds to relax, indulge and settle down, ever at home in the
EverRich II Apartments.
For more information visit http://www.dwp.com
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